**Maschio’s Home Heating Guide for Grab-and-Go Meals**

**Please use the following instructions for heating your entrees at home.**

**Wrapped Cheese Pizza:** Preheat oven to 325° F. Place wrapped pizza on a baking sheet or pan liner paper. Cook pizza in ovenable wrapper for 12-16 minutes or until cheese is melted. Let pizza sit in wrapper for 1 minute before opening and removing pizza.

**Pasta Pouches (Mac&Cheese, Three Cheese Cavatappi, or Rotini with Meat Sauce):**
- **MICROWAVE HEATING INSTRUCTIONS (from thawed):**
  If frozen, thaw pouches of pasta in the refrigerator for 24 hours. Cut 1/2” slit in bag and place slit side up in microwave. Heat on high power for 60 seconds. Allow bag to cool, carefully remove from microwave, pour into a bowl and serve.
- **STOVE TOP HEATING INSTRUCTIONS (from thawed):**
  Empty thawed pasta into an 8-inch sauté pan or small pot. Heat over medium/low heat for 2-3 minutes or until product reaches desired temperature. Remove from heat, stir, and serve.

**Eggo Waffle and Pancakes:** Thaw and serve or heat and serve. For heat and serve, preheat oven to 350° F. Place ovenable pouch, picture side up, on a baking sheet. Heat for 17-18 minutes. *Do not exceed 350° F. Do not allow pouches to contact any interior oven surfaces. Bake times will vary by oven.

**Cheese Ciabatta Sandwich:** Thaw and serve or heat and serve. For heat and serve, remove from wrapper, and place on baking sheet. Heat in 350° F oven for 10-12 minutes until cheese is melted.

*Keep refrigerated below 41° F until ready to consume. Eat within 2 days of pick-up or freeze to preserve freshness.*

*All products should be heated to an internal temperature of 165° before consumption. All items will be hot and children should be supervised if heating.*